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Abstract
The self-assembly (SA) of DiBlock Copolymers (DBCs) based on the phase separation into
different morphologies of small size and high-density features is widely investigated as
patterning and nanofabrication technique. The integration of the conventional top-down
approaches with the bottom-up SA of DBCs discloses the possibility to address the gap in
nano-structured lateral length standards for nano-metrology, consequently supporting the
miniaturization processes in device fabrication. In this frame, we studied the pattern
characteristic dimensions (i.e. center-to-center distance L0 and diameter D) of a cylinder
forming PS-b-PMMA (54 kg•mol-1, styrene fraction 70%) DBC when confined within
periodic SiO2 trenches of different width (W, ranging between 75 and 600 nm) and fixed

length (l, 5.7 µm). The characteristic dimensions of the PMMA cylinder structure in the
confined configurations were compared with those obtained on the flat surface (L0 = 27.8 ±
0.5 nm, D = 13.0 ± 1.0 nm). The analysis of D as function of W evolution indicates that the
eccentricity of the PMMA cylinders decreases as a result of the deformation of the cylinder in
the direction perpendicular to the trenches. The center-to-center distance in the direction
parallel to the long side of the trenches (L0l) is equal to L0 measured on the flat surface,
whereas the one along the short side (L0w) is subjected to an appreciable variation (∆L0w = 5
nm) depending on W. The possibility of finely tuning L0w maintaining constant L0l paves the
way to the realization of a DBC-based transfer standard for the lateral length calibration with
periods in the critical range between 20 and 50 nm where no commercial transfer standards
are available. A prototype transfer standards with cylindrical holes were used to calibrate the
linear correction factor c(∆𝑥′)𝑥𝑥′ of an atomic force microscope for a scan length of ∆𝑥 ′ =
1 µ𝑚. The relative standard uncertainty of the correction factor was only 1.3 % and a second
order nonlinear correction was found to be significant.

Introduction
With the aim to maintain the economy of scale dictated by the Moore’s Law,
microelectronics is pursuing a dramatic downscale of the minimum feature size achievable in
FinFETs and memory devices.1–8 This miniaturization process requires the concomitant
development of reliable characterization techniques and suitable standards for the
dimensional characterization of structures having minimum features size at the sub-10 nm
level.
Industry and calibration laboratories need step height and lateral length standards at the
nanometric level for resolution certification of a variety of measuring instruments, such as
Atomic Force Microscopes (AFM), Scanning Probe Microscopes (SPM), Optical Phase Shift
Microscopes, and Scanning Electron Microscopes (SEM). The currently available standards
for step height and lateral length measurement have two substantial drawbacks for their
reliable use in nanofabrication technology: they are too large and their uncertainty level is not
acceptable for the increasing needs of metrology. For example, step height measurements of
less than 3 nm are required

9,10

whereas the smallest step height standard available on the

market has a step height of h = 6 nm with an expanded uncertainty U(h) ranging from 0.5 to 1
nm. The situation for lateral length standards is similar. In this case, periodical patterns are
commonly used and the pitch i.e. the distance between two subsequent elements of the
repeated nanostructures is used as a length standard. The uncertainty of the mean pitch could
be of the order of few tenths of nanometers, since, in the determination of an instrument’s
non-linearity, an extremely high accuracy is needed.11–13 No periodic structures are currently
available as lateral length standard with period below 50 nm but above typical lattice spacing
in the range of 1 nm. Commercial standards in this range of length consist of a small chip
containing a single isolated line 4 mm long. The width of the line is certified by TEM
analysis and used as a reference standard. The smallest line width ranges from 110 to 25

nm.14 Due to the inherent limitations of the nanofabrication process the defectiveness of the
line is of the order of 5%. Alternatively preferential etching at single-crystal silicon is used to
produce structures with a defined sidewall angle along the silicon (110) lattice plane.15
However, in all of these structures, only individual geometrical properties (line width,
sidewall angle) are well defined which is not sufficient, as these standards cannot be used to
assess the important lateral calibration and linearity on a small scale of SEM, AFM and SPM
images. In particular AFM is used for accurate and traceable measurements of individual
surface structures in the range below 100 nm. However, even if the AFM is equipped with
distance sensors calibrated from images with side length of 10 µm this is not sufficient to
assure accuracy and estimate uncertainty on a small scale. Imperfections in alignment of the
distance sensors relative to the probing tip and mechanical hysteresis and creep in the
metrology frame makes it necessary to assess specific the calibrating and associated
uncertainty for images with side length smaller than 1 µm.
The implementation of traceable measurement capabilities in surface and material science or
biophysics requires the introduction of new types of reference samples for length metrology
at the nanoscale. In particular a new paradigm is necessary for the realisation of nanoscale
lateral length standards, possibly employing invariants of nature, like lattice parameters and
self-organized structures at the nanoscale. Advanced top-down nanopatterning techniques,
such as Electron Beam Lithography (EBL) or Extreme-Ultra-Violet (EUV) lithography, can
produce features having smaller pitch size. However the first technique is not directly
exploitable to large area, and the second one has at the moment too high rejection rates when
the size is less than 20 nm. One interesting alternative option to obtain well-ordered sub-20
nm features is represented by the use of self-assembled DiBlock Copolymers (DBCs). In
these macromolecules the immiscibility of the two chemically distinct blocks results in a
phase separation resulting in different morphologies characterized by a variety of periodic

structures (e.g. lamellae, cylinders, spheres) having typical feature sizes below 20 nm. 16–18
The characteristic dimensions of the self-assembled features can be easily tuned by properly
varying the chain length of the DBC.19–21 Moreover in the form of thin films, DBCs have
attracted considerable interest as they are compatible with conventional fabrication protocols
of semiconductor industries and, consequently, they could represent the operative tool for the
development of dense, high aspect ratio patterns in the next generation of microelectronic,
optoelectronic, and data storage devices.22–26 In principle self-assembled DBC thin films are
perfectly suited to fabricate a periodic polymeric template employable as a mask for
subsequent additive or subtractive processing of the underlying substrate. In this way a
periodic pattern can be generated on the whole surface of a silicon wafer and potentially used
as a length standard.
Actually long range ordering has already been demonstrated in DBC thin films deposited on
flat surfaces, with the formation of large periodic structures (grains) whose average size is of
the order of hundreds of nanometers.27–33 Nevertheless further improvements are mandatory
in order to satisfy the stringent metrological requirements. For instance, the instrument
calibration process requires measurement areas of the order of several micrometers to obtain
an adequate statistic. A possible solution to improve the long-range order in the reference
samples is provided by the so called directed self-assembly (DSA), i.e. the DBC selfassembly within prepatterned structures. Indeed, when the DBC is forced to arrange itself
inside micrometer-long trenches, the long range ordering of DBCs can be substantially
enhanced. In particular, the DBC order is maintained along the entire trench length. In
addition, the DSA approach guarantees the formation of a periodic template with controlled
characteristic dimensions.34,35
On a flat and properly neutralized substrate, the periodicity L0 of the DBC thin film uniquely
depends on its chain length. Conversely, when the polymeric film is confined inside

topographically defined trenches, L0 is modified due to the rearrangement of the polymeric
template to fill the space that is available within the trenches.

34–38

Significant variations of L0

are observed depending on the geometrical parameters of the confining structure, i.e. trench
width W and length l. In the case of sphere PS-b-PFS forming DBC films, it was
demonstrated that, if W perfectly commensurates with the spacing r between two adjacent
rows of spheres, a number of rows N = W/r will be formed and the value of L0 in the
polymeric template within the trenches is equivalent to the one measured in DBC films
ordered on a flat surface.36 On the contrary, when the polymeric film is confined inside noncommensurate trenches, L0 is forced to vary by stretching or compressing the polymeric
chains in order to homogeneously fill the trenches with N or N+1 rows of spheres. The choice
between the stretched or the compressed configuration is driven by the free energy of the
DBC chains.

36

Similar results have been reported for lamellae forming DBC

34,39

and for a

ternary blends of cylinder-forming PS-b-PMMA, PS and PMMA homopolymers.40 Moreover
in the case of sphere forming thin films, it has been demonstrated that, if l >> W, the effect of
confinement is anisotropic, and consequently different values are observed when measuring
L0 in the direction along the long (L0l) or short (L0w) side of the trench. 35,36 However to
fabricate a length standard for instrument calibration, the periodic template of the DBC film
has to be transferred to the underlying substrate by means of a Reactive Ion Etching (RIE)
process. In this respect, cylinder forming DBC are preferred over sphere forming DBC due to
the enhanced aspect ratio of the polymeric mask that can be achieved using this specific
configuration, providing more flexibility in terms of pattern transfer to the underlying
substrate.
In this work, we investigate the possibility of using DBCs films as a lithographic tool for the
realization of length standards for instrument calibration. We study in details the organization
of cylinder forming polystyrene-b-polymethylmethacrylate (PS-b-PMMA) DBC thin films

confined within topographically defined trenches. We focus on gratings of multiple trenches
to ensure a perfect confinement of the DBC thin film within the trenches.41 Collected data
allow defining the geometrical parameters (W, l) and operational conditions that guarantee the
formation of a polymeric template consisting of a unique grain of hexagonally packed
PMMA cylinders perpendicularly oriented with respect to the substrate. In particular we
investigate variations in the periodicity of the polymeric template as a function of the width
of the trenches in order to minimize the error in the definition of the L0 value.

Experimental Details
Periodic pattern definition
A 100 nm thick thermal SiO2 over a Si (100) substrate was used as a support. A resist (940 K
PMMA) diluted in anisole at 4% was spin coated (6000 rpm) over the SiO2 surface.
Thereafter, the resist was subjected to a thermal treatment at 165°C for 5 min. The definition
of the periodic topographic structures was achieved by EBL operating at 30 KeV. After the
exposure to the e-beam at different current doses [μC/cm2] the resist was developed in methyl
isobutyl ketone: isopropyl alcohol (MIBK: IPA) 1:3 for 60 s, in isopropyl alcohol for 20 s,
and finally rinsed in deionized (DI) H2O. In order to systematically study the behavior of the
DBC in the confined configuration, we designed groups of trenches (gratings) having a
constant length (l) of 5.7 µm and variable width (W) ranging from 75 to 600 nm. Each grating
was composed of ten trenches spaced by 100 nm. This space between two subsequent
trenches will be addressed as mesa (M). Figure1a depicts a scheme of a single grating.

(a)

M
l

W
(b)

1 mm

Figure 1: (a) Scheme of a trench array, where W is the trench width, M is the mesa structure among
trenches and l is the trench length; (b) a representative SEM image of an array of SiO2 trenches spaced
100 nm, a width of 250 nm and a length l of 5.7 µm.

After exposure and development of the resist, the EBL-defined patterns were transferred into
the 100 nm thick silicon dioxide layer by RIE performed in a Plasmalab 80 Plus system at a
pressure of 40 mTorr of a mixture of gases: CHF3 (60 sccm) and Ar (25 sccm). The power of
the RF generator was set at 120 W in order to etch the trench depth down to 90 nm. Finally,
the samples were cleaned with a piranha solution (H2SO4:H2O2 3:1 vol. at 90 °C for 40 min)
to eliminate any PMMA residuals and to increase the concentration of hydroxyl groups on the
surface. The samples were then rinsed in DI H2O, dried under a N2 flow, cleaned with
isopropanol in an ultrasonic bath, and finally dried again under N2 flow. Figure1b shows a
representative SEM image of a grating defined in the SiO2 substrate, with width W = 250 nm
spaced by mesas of M = 100 nm.

Surface Neutralization
In order to promote the vertical orientation of the PMMA cylinders in the DBC films, the
SiO2 surface was properly neutralized by means of a -OH terminated poly(styrene-r-methyl

methacrylate) random copolymer (RCP) (P(S-r-MMA)) with S fraction of 0.62, Mn = 1.7
kg•mol-1, and PDI = 1.19. A solution of 18.0 mg RCP in 2.0 ml of toluene was firstly stirred
in an ultrasonic bath, then filtered, and finally spun on the substrate for 30 s at 3000 rpm. This
particular RCP system was chosen, in agreement with previous results reported in literature
for the same DBC system,42 in order to minimize the thickness of the grafting layer. To
promote the grafting of the RCP on the SiO2 surface, the thin film was thermally annealed at
310 °C for 60 s (heating rate 18 °C/s) in a commercial Rapid Thermal Processing (Jipelect
JetFirst Series RTP) machine in a N2 atmosphere. After the removal of the non-grafted chains
with an ultrasonic bath in toluene, the thickness of the resulting RCP thin film on flat surfaces
was measured to be 3.0 ± 0.1 nm by spectroscopic ellipsometry.

Block Copolymer Self-Assembling
An asymmetric PS-b-PMMA DBC 54 kg•mol-1, PDI = 1.07, with a PS volume fraction of
0.71, was purchased by Polymer Source Inc. and was employed without further purification.
This particular molecular weight corresponds to the cylinder-forming PS-b-PMMA DBC with
the best trade-off between reduced characteristic dimensions and pattern uniformity over
large area.21 A periodic arrangement of hexagonally packed PMMA cylinders embedded in a
PS matrix with L0 = 27.8 ± 0.5 nm and D = 13.0 ± 1.0 was obtained.21 It is worth to note that
the possibility to promote phase separation in relatively low molecular weight PS-b-PMMA
DBC was reported in the literature by different groups.21,43–47 Nevertheless systematic
investigations indicated that limited or negligible scaling of the characteristic lengths were
achieved decreasing the molecular weight of the PS-b-PMMA DBC below the 54 kg•mol-1
limit. Moreover this limited reduction of the characteristic dimension is often associated with
a lower lateral order. 18,21

The DBC solution (18 mg in 2 ml of toluene) was treated in an ultrasonic bath and spun for
30 s at 3000 rpm on the grafted RCP layer, obtaining about 28 nm in thickness. The SA
process was performed inside a RTP machine48 at the annealing temperature, Ta 190 °C and
200 °C for 900 s. The SA dynamics at Ta = 190°C was investigated in a dedicated set of
samples by systematically varying the annealing time ta = 60, 120, 300, 600, and 900 s.
The fabrication of the nanoporous PS template was completed by a selective removal of the
PMMA blocks. The degradation of the PMMA and contemporary the cross-linking of PS
were promoted by an ultraviolet exposure (5 mW•cm-2, λ = 253.7 nm, 15 min). A subsequent
immersion in an acetic acid bath and a rinsing in DI H2O selectively removed the PMMA.
Finally, a 90 s of O2 plasma treatment was performed to remove the RCP at the bottom of the
pores.

Reactive Ion Etching process
The pattern transfer through the PS mask was carried out by means of a Reactive Ion Etching
(RIE) process performed in CHF3 (105 sccm) and Ar (44 sccm). The etching process was
performed at a pressure of 1.15•10-2 mbar, with RF Power set at 300 W and bias voltage of
230 V. These parameters were chosen as a trade-off between physical and chemical etching,
in order to minimize isotropic removal of material and heating of the PS mask, consequently
avoiding modifications of the pristine hexagonal pattern.

Characterization techniques
The morphology of the polymeric films was characterized by SEM analysis using a Zeiss
InLens system operating at an accelerating voltage of 15 kV. The thickness of the polymeric
films was measured on flat samples by means of M-2000U spectroscopic ellipsometer (J. A.
Wollam Co. Inc.) using a Xenon lamp and operating at an incident angle of 70°.

A dedicated software implemented by means of a Matlab routine was used for the analysis of
the SEM images and the determination of the long range ordering of the DBC domains (the
correlation length, ξ) on flat area as well as the measurement of the diameter (D) and the
center-to-center distance (L0) of the PMMA cylinders within the PS template on flat area and
within the periodic trenches. In particular, the correlation length values were calculated
following a method already reported in the literature.49,50
The L0 values were measured following a software procedure analysis based on Delaunay
Triangulation.21 Initially, several high quality SEM images (pixel per nm ratio of about 0.27
and dimension 3.7 x 2.6 m) were collected and subsequently processed by means of a
Matlab routine that allows to measure the position of the PMMA cylinders in the PS matrix
and to determine their relative distances. During this software analysis step, a binarization
procedure was applied by means of a threshold operation which worked by scanning the
image. After the binarization, the contiguous areas were detected specifying a interval of
minimum and a maximum size. Thus the PMMA-cylinders were selected and the particles
smaller or larger than this interval were ignored. Last cylinder identification procedure step
was calculate the centroides of identified areas. Then Delaunay Triangulation was applied. In
this specific procedure the SEM images were converted in set of points in a reference system
(x,y) and each PMMA cylinder was inscribed in a circle. The coordinates (x 0, y0) of each
circle center were determined. Subsequently each point (x0 y0) was joined with its nearest
neighbours following the Delaunay’s law, i.e. maximizing the minimum interior angle of the
triangles that were created linking each point. The result is a network of segments linked
together. The length of each segment was measured and represents the center-to-center
distance between first neighbor PMMA cylinders. The measured values of segment lengths
were separated in two different groups as a function of their orientation with respect to the X
axis that correspond to the long axis of the trenches. In this way, we obtained the values of L0l

(segments parallel respect to the trench direction) and L0w (segments perpendicular respect to
the trench direction). The outputs of this procedure are two histograms representing the
distribution of values of the measured distances. Finally, each distribution was fitted by a
Gaussian distribution to determine the average center-to-center distance values for each
family of trenches. The procedure was repeated for different values of the trench width in
order to determine the evolution of L0l and L0w as a function of the trench width.
In order to keep roughly constant the number of analyzed PMMA cylinders and to ensure the
detection of the entire area of a trench, for each set of trenches we acquired and analyzed
from 2 up to 5 SEM images at 30kX. In this way, for our 5.7 m long trenches, the average
L0 value determined from software analysis of the SEM images is the result of a distribution
of L0 values formed by 1.0 x 104 – 2.0 x 104 data points. Moreover to estimate the error in the
determination of L0, we separately analyzed 4 images for each set of trenches with fixed
width W. We determined the average L0l value from each image. From these average values
we calculated the standard deviation ) for a specific set of data and we obtained  < 0.1nm.
We repeated this operation for several sets of trenches, and we obtained the same value  <
0.1 nm for all the sets of trenches, irrespective of the trench width.
The example case of a calibration of an AFM was carried out on a state-of-the-art commercial
microscope51 optimized for wafer metrology and wafer inspection. In this microscope the
scanning sample is mounted on a separate xy stage equipped with optical position sensors.
For imaged with side length larger than 10 µm the microscope is calibrated using a twodimension grating traceable to an international standard. On this two-dimensional grating the
average period of nominal 1 µm was calibrated by laser diffraction. For imaging intermittent
contact mode were used with sharp probes52.

Results and Discussion
Optimization of the annealing parameters
The fabrication of a lateral length standard requires the accomplishment of a single DBC
domain along the entire trench, without any defect in the block copolymer pattern or
perturbation of the lateral ordering of the PMMA cylinders. To achieve this goal we initially
investigated the long range ordering of the DBC domains on flat substrates and into the
trenches as a function of the annealing temperature (Ta) and time (ta).53 In a previous paper,
the long range ordering of the nanodomains on flat substrates was assessed by studying the
evolution of the correlation length ξ as a function of the annealing temperature Ta. By
increasing the Ta up to the degradation of the order in the DBC film, we demonstrated that the
maximum processing temperature for this specific polymer on flat surfaces is Ta = 200 °C. 21
In Figure 2a, a SEM plan view image of a DBC thin film annealed at Ta = 200 °C is reported.
The corresponding colour map highlighting the grain boundaries was obtained by a software
analysis and overlapped to the original SEM picture. The sample presents a very
homogeneous morphology with PMMA cylinders perpendicularly oriented with respect to the
substrate and relatively long range order (ξ = 200 ± 10 nm), in agreement with data reported
in literature.

21

The situation significantly differs when the DBC is confined inside trenches

topographically defined. Figure 2c shows a representative SEM plan view image of the DBC
film inside a 210-nm-wide trench. The DBC film is partially detached from the walls of the
trench and extended defective regions are present in the polymeric template. To overcome
this issue and improve the regularity of the block copolymer template within the trenches we
slightly reduced the annealing temperature to Ta = 190°C.
Figure 2b and Figure 2d report SEM plan view images of the DBC film annealed at Ta = 190
°C on a flat substrate and within a 210 nm wide trench, respectively. On the flat surface of the
sample (Figure 1b) the extracted correlation length (ξ = 190 ± 10 nm) is equivalent, within the

experimental error, to that obtained at Ta = 200 °C. In the patterned region, no evidence of
polymer degradation or film detaching is observed (Figure 1d). These observations led us to
select Ta = 190 °C as process temperature for the subsequent experiments.

Figure 1. Colour maps and overlapped SEM images show the DBC thin film deposited on flat area
and thermally annealed at (a) 200 °C and (b) 190 °C, respectively. (c)-(d) SEM images represent the
morphology of the DBC film confined into trenches (W = 210 nm) and thermally annealed in a RTP
machine at Ta = 200 °C and Ta = 190 °C, respectively.

It is worth to note that PMMA half-cylinders are clearly visible in proximity of trench
sidewalls for both Ta. They are clear evidence of properly neutralized surface. Indeed, in
agreement with the data reported in literature,53 the P(S-r-MMA) RCP effectively neutralized
the bottom and the walls of the trenches, promoting perpendicular orientation of the
nanodomains in the trenches and half-cylinder formation on the sidewalls.
Once fixed the annealing temperature, the evolution of the lateral order on flat substrates and
within topographically defined structures was investigated as a function of the annealing
time. In particular, we focused on gratings of trenches with W ranging from 100 nm to 200
nm. The annealing time varied between ta = 60 s and ta = 900 s. Figure 3a reports some
representative SEM plan view images obtained on samples annealed at three different ta (120,
300 and 900 s). At each specific annealing time a different maximum value of W, that allows
accommodating a single DBC grain structure, is observed. This condition is highlighted in

Figure 3a by the SEM images with black contour. Trenches with W immediately above this
threshold value are characterized by the presence of multiple grains in the confined DBC
films. Increasing the annealing time, the W value corresponding to the single grain limit also
progressively shifts toward higher values. For instance in samples annealed at 190 °C for ta =
120 s the single grain limit lies around W = 120 nm, while for ta = 900 s such limit is
extended to W = 200 nm.

Figure 3. (a) SEM images representing trenches (230, 200, 160 and 120 nm in width) annealed at 190
°C for 120, 300 and 900 seconds. Increasing the annealing time, a single grain structure is observed
for progressively wider trenches. (b) Correlation length measured on a flat area (red square) and single
grain trench width (black circle) as a function of ta.

The threshold values of trench width W, relative to a single grain in the confined DBC film,
are reported as a function of ta in Figure 3b. The corresponding values of the correlation
length ξ measured on the flat surface are reported as well. Figure 3b clearly highlights a direct
connection among the values of W corresponding to the single grain limit and the measured
correlation lengths. There is a clear matching between the maximum width of the trenches
that accommodate a single DBC domain and the ξ value measured on the flat surface after the
same annealing time period.
In previous studies48,53,54 we demonstrated that the achievement of a good lateral order in the
DBC thin film, when confined within topographically defined trenches, was associated to the
flowing of polymeric material from the mesa region into the trenches. Indeed this “back-wash
effect” induces significant variation of the confined DBC film thickness. In particular we
observed that the thickness of the confined DBC layer in a specific trench depends on the
width of the mesa and on the position of the trench in the grating. 54 The mesa region and the
area surrounding the gratings act as a reservoir of polymeric material that flows into the
trenches during the thermal treatment, influencing the final DBC layer thickness. The
maximum value of the DBC layer thickness is obtained when the surface surrounding the
gratings is completely clean.
Figure 4 reports representative SEM images for a grating of 200 nm wide trenches and
annealed at 190 °C for different ta values ranging from 60 s to 900 s. In this case the width of
the mesa is M = 100 nm. Increasing the annealing time, an evident reduction of the amount of
polymer on the mesa surface is observed. Specifically, the analysis of the images indicates
that the fraction of the mesa surface covered by the polymer corresponds to about 75, 38, 19,
6, and 0 % for ta values of 60, 120, 300, 600, and 900 s, respectively. For the annealing time
ta = 900 s, all the polymeric material flowed from the mesa surface into the trenches,
determining the achievement of a stable configuration with a constant thickness of the

confined DBC film. This result guarantees that no further perturbations of the lateral order in
the confined block copolymer film are induced by the progressive introduction of additional
polymeric material into the trenches. Moreover, thermally treating the samples at 190 °C for
900 s, independently of the progressive increase of DBC film thickness when moving from
central to peripheral trenches, single grains are observed in all the trenches of the grating.
This allows performing the analysis of the evolution of the lateral order in the confined DBC
films independently from the position of the specific trench within the grating.

Figure 2. SEM images of 200 nm wide trenches as a function of the annealing time: (a) 60 s, (b) 120 s,
(c) 300 s, (d) 600 s and (e) 900 s. The mesa (M = 100 nm) becomes cleaner increasing the annealing
time.

PS-b-PMMA ordering in confined configuration
It is worth to remember that the formation of a single grain in the self-assembled polymeric
film when confined within topographically defined trenches is strictly related to the
commensurability between the trench width and the periodicity of the polymeric template.
Figure 5 shows a collection of SEM images of self-assembled DBCs (Ta = 190 °C, ta = 900 s)
confined within trenches of different width W, ranging from 90 nm to 200 nm. In these

images the values of W (190, 170, 140, 120, and 90 nm) well commensurate with DBC lattice
parameters. The trenches accommodate a single DBC grain with no lattice defects and a
constant number of cylinder rows along the entire trench length.

Figure 3. SEM images of trenches with different width, wherein it is possible to observe seven (a), six
(b), five (c), four (d) and three (e) cylinder rows, respectively.

Conversely, if W is not well commensurate with the value of L0, variations in the number of
cylinder rows within the trenches are observed. The SEM plan view images in Figure 4
provide significant examples of trenches (W = 110, 130, 155, and 185 nm) wherein transitions
from N to N+1 rows of cylinders are clearly observed. In particular, in 110 nm wide trenches
we observed a turnover from three to four cylinder rows (Figure 4a), in 125 nm wide trenches
a change from four to five (Figure 4b), in 155 nm wide trenches an alternation from five to six
(Figure 4c), and finally in 190 nm wide trenches a variation from six to seven (Figure 4d).
These variations in the number of rows within a trench take place when the DBC film does
not exhibit a favourite arrangement (N or N+1 rows) with respect to the available space. For

W ≥ 200 nm a clear variation in the number of rows is not observable because the effect of the
topographical confinement is negligible and the DBC films self-assemble forming multiple
grains, as previously described in Figure 3.

Figure 4. SEM images of trenches where the DBC changes the number of cylinder rows long the
trench length. In the SEM images two example of changes, underline in blue dotted-line, are shown:
three and four rows (a), four and five rows (b), five and six rows (c) six and seven rows (d). Inside
blue rectangle is selected the film area where the transformation starts.

The bottom panel of Figure 7 (black points, right axis) reports the number of cylinder rows
formed in the trenches as a function of W in a range from 75 to 250 nm. The experimental
data were obtained considering the entire group of trenches forming the different gratings. As
previously discussed for W ≥ 200 nm we observe the formation of multiple grain within the
trenches. Nevertheless extended regions of the polymeric film exhibit a good level of
registration between the self-assembled template and the trenches. In the row-counting
exercise, we considered these completely ordered areas only. Furthermore, in case the
number of row is not constant within the trenches (Figure 6), for the corresponding W value,
two black points are shown, linked with a vertical dark blue line.

The staircase trend of Figure 7 can be understood on the basis of a free energy model
comparing the chain energies in confined and unconfined DBC films. As reported by Cheng
et al.36 the free energy of the polymeric film depends on the elastic strain energy and the
blocks interfacial energy. The ratio between the free energy for a confined DBC chain (Fc)
and the free energy for an unconfined DBC chain (F0) is defined as:
𝐹𝑐 1 2 2
= [𝜆 + ]
𝐹0 3
𝜆
where  is the normalized period, i.e. the ratio between the W* and Nd; W* is the effective
space available to accommodate the self-assembled DBC pattern and corresponds to W
reduced by the thickness of the P(S-r-MMA) RCP and by the thickness of the PS-b-PMMA
DBC half-cylinder formed on the walls of the trenches due to neutralized surface, called s. N
is the number of cylinder rows and d corresponds to the distance between two adjacent rows
of PMMA cylinders. In the film deposited on a flat substrate, i.e. in absence of stress or strain
of the polymeric template, d = (√3/2) L0. A schematic representation of all these parameters is
reported in the top panel of Figure 7. In this way for each N value there is only a proper W*
matching the DBC lattice parameters. This W* value corresponds to the condition Fc/F0 =
1.00 indicating that the copolymer chains confined inside the trenches have the same free
energy of the unconfined copolymer chains. If W* is higher than a multiple of the bulk
equilibrium period (Nd) the system is stretched. Otherwise if W* is smaller than Nd, the
system is compressed. The bottom panel of Figure 7 (coloured curves, left axis) shows the
ratio Fc/F0 value as a function of W for each specific N value. The ideal free energy DBC
curves are reported as a function of W to facilitate the comparison with the superimposed
experimental data. The calculated curves strictly match the experimental data.
For example, in case N = 3 the minimum value of the free energy curve corresponds to W =
100 nm. In the top panel of Figure 7 the SEM plan view picture of the PS-b-PMMA film
confined within a 100 nm wide trench is reported. In the central part of the trench, three

cylinder rows are present with lattice parameters that perfectly commensurate with the
measured effective width W*. For W < 100 nm the Fc/F0 ratio for the free energy curve
corresponding to N = 3 progressively increases, crossing the free energy curve corresponding
to N = 2 for about W = 85 nm. For this particular W value the DBC can indiscriminately
arranges in two or three lines since the two configurations are energetically equivalent.
Further decreasing the trench width W the system prefers to arrange itself in two rows rather
than three since this configuration is energetically favoured. A similar reasoning applies for
W > 100 nm, moving from N = 3 to N = 4.
The overall picture of the system indicates that, in general, if W* ≈ Nd, the polymeric
template arranges within the trench to form N rows of cylinders. The transition in number of
rows from N to N+1 occurs when W* ≈ (N+0.5)d. For this specific values of W* the system
can form polymeric templates with N or N+1 rows since the free energy of these two
configurations is perfectly equivalent.

Figure 5. In the top panel, a schematic representation of the parameters involved in these studies: the
distance d between two cylinder rows; the thickness s of the P(S-r-MMA) RCP and of the PS-bPMMA DBC half-cylinder formed on the walls of the trenches due to neutralized surface; the trench
width W; the effective space W* available to accommodate the self-assembled DBC pattern; the
center-to-center distance L0l and L0w between adjacent PMMA cylinders in the direction parallel and
perpendicular to the long side of the trench. In the bottom panel, the calculated curves corresponding
to the ratio between the free energy of the confined chains (Fc) respect and the free energy of the bulk
chains (F0). The values (left axis) are reported as a function of the W values. The measured number of
rows (N) in the different trenches is reported as a function of W (right axis).

Center-to-center distance analysis
The regularity of the DBC pattern within the trenches was studied in details by investigating
the evolution of L0 as a function of W. In particular, we independently measured the two
orthogonal components of L0 along the long and the short sides of the trench, labelled L0l and
L0w, respectively. Figure 8a reports the measured values of L0l and L0w as a function of W. The
blue line corresponds to the value of L0 measured in the block copolymer films deposited on
the flat area of the sample. This value was found to be L0F = 27.8 ± 0.5 nm, that is in perfect
agreement within the experimental error with the value found by GISAXS (L0GISAXS = 28.3 ±
0.3 nm) analysis in our previous work for the same system on flat surface.21

Figure 6. (a) Center-to-center distances (L0) in the direction parallel (grey circles) and perpendicular
(black pentagons) to the long side of the trenches are plotted as a function of W. (b) Variation of
center-to-center distance L0w as function of W is shown.

The L0l values vary in a small interval between 27.8 and 28.7 nm (ΔL0l = 0.9 nm) for W
ranging from 75 nm to 300 nm. For W > 300 nm L0l perfectly aligns to the L0F value. The
average L0l is 28.0 ± 0.2 nm. Conversely, the L0w values vary in a quite large interval ranging
from 24.9 nm to 30.8 nm (ΔL0w = 5.9 nm) for W values up to 300 nm. When W ≥ 300 nm, the
L0l and L0w values are equivalent, within the experimental error, and match the L0F value,
consistently with the idea that the DBC films are not affected anymore by the confinement
within the topographically defined structures.
Figure 6b focuses on L0w variation for trenches with W ≤ 200 nm. Periodic oscillations of L0w

values as a function of W are clearly highlighted. This trend of L0w is explained considering
the effect of the confinement on the polymeric template. If the value of the trench width W
satisfies the condition W* ≈ Nd, the polymeric template perfectly fits the trench and N rows
of PMMA cylinders are formed without any distortion of the hexagonal lattice. This
corresponds to the condition L0w = L0F. When the DBC film is confined in a trench with W

that does not commensurate with the periodicity of the polymeric template, the polymer is
forced to adapt its lattice in order to fit the trench. According to this picture two different
conditions are possible: if Nd > W* the polymeric template is compressed in the direction
perpendicular to the trench long side. This compressive stress is reflected in a reduction of
L0w in comparison with L0F. Conversely if Nd < W* the polymeric template is stretched to fill
all the available space and consequently the L0w value is higher than L0F.
This evolution of L0w is consistent with the free energy curves reported in Figure 7. If Nd <
W* < (N+0.5)d, the polymeric template arranges in N rows of cylinders since this is the
configuration energetically favoured. Consequently a progressive stretching of the lattice,
corresponding to an increase of L0w, is necessary to fit the N rows into the trench when
increasing W* from Nd to (N+0.5)d. If (N+0.5)d < W* < (N+1)d the polymeric template
arrange in N+1 rows of cylinders. This energetically preferred configuration implies a
compression of the periodic lattice, corresponding to a decrease of L0w, when W* varies from
(N+1)d to (N+0.5)d. For W* = (N+0.5)d the DBC film can arrange in N or N+1 cylinder
rows, because the two configurations are energetically equivalent. This specific condition was
discussed in details in the case of Figure 6a. As a consequence two different L0w values are
observed within the same trench. In order to completely fill the trench, the polymeric
template is subjected to a compressive or tensile stress in the case of the configuration with
N+1 or N cylinder rows respectively. As shown in Figure 8b, these structural distortions of
the polymeric lattice are clearly visible for W ≤ 200 nm. Conversely, for W > 200 nm, DBC
films exhibit multiple grains with various orientations in the same trench, since the system is
not forced to align with the topographically defined structures.

In view of the realization of a final lateral length standard some further steps must be
accomplished, such as the pattern transfer of the polymeric mask into a more stable matrix
(such as SiO2 or Si) and the evaluation of the uncertainty budget of the selected measurand
(i.e. L0l).
To check if the pattern-transfer process induces some changes on the final periodicity of the
lateral length standard, we performed a RIE process though the confined PS mask.
Subsequently we compared the center-to-center distance of the hexagonally packed cylinders
calculated before the RIE process and after the pattern transfer into the SiO2. The results of
this study are summarized in Figure 9, in which two SEM images and the respective L0l
Gaussian distributions are reported.

Figure 7. (a) Hexagonal BCP pattern confined inside the tranches before the RIE process (a) and
resulting pattern transferred into SiO2.

The L0l value is 28.1 ± 0.5 when measured on PS mask and 28.0 ± 0.6 when measured on the
SiO2 transferred pattern. These two data perfectly match with the L0l values previously
measured, within the experimental error.
This check definitively reinforces the applicability of block copolymers as a lithographic
mask and RIE as a technique able to accurately reproduce the characteristics of the polymer
film on underlying substrate.
Calibration of an AFM
The next step toward the realization of a lateral length standard at nanometric level is the
definition of a procedure for the calibration of an instrument, such as and AFM system. The
general principles of calibration of an AFM based on transfer standards are described in e.g.
reference 55 and 56. Based on these principles a tailored set of calibration factors to correct the
observed image along the x-direction is summarized below. Furthermore a calibration
procedure of the x-axis is outlined, actual correction factors is calculated for the AFM system
used and the associated calibration uncertainty is estimated based on a detailed discussion of
an uncertainty budget.
Based on the principles reported in [55] and [56] the corrected position along the x-direction
x can, as an approximation, be written as the first two terms in a Taylor expansion
𝑥=𝑐(∆𝑥′)𝑥𝑥′𝑥′+ 𝑐(∆𝑥′)𝑥𝑥′2𝑥′𝑥 = 𝑐(∆𝑥′)𝑥𝑥′ 𝑥 ′ + 𝑐(∆𝑥′)𝑥𝑥′2 𝑥′2 + …
where x' is the observed position along the x-direction and c(x')xx' and c(x')xx'2 are
correction factors to be determined during calibration for a specific side length x' of an
image. In this case the linear correction factor c(x')xx' is approximated by

𝑐(∆𝑥′)𝑥𝑥′ =

𝐿0 𝐺𝐼𝑆𝐴𝑋𝑆
𝐿0 𝑂𝑏𝑠

where L0Obs is the average centre-to-centre distance observed in an image recorded by the
AFM, while L0GISAXS is the reference value traceable to the SI unit for the centre-to-centre
distance, determined in the present case by grazing-incidence small-angle X-ray scattering
(GISAXS) experiments.
In order to calculate the uncertainty all significant influence parameters have to be included in
a model function given as

𝑐(∆𝑥′)𝑥𝑥′ =

𝐿0 𝐺𝐼𝑆𝐴𝑋𝑆
𝐿0 𝑂𝑏𝑠 + 𝛿𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙 + 𝛿𝑇𝑖𝑝 + 𝛿𝐸𝑥𝑝 + 𝛿𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑃𝑟𝑜

where 𝛿𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙 is the deviation of the observed average centre-to-centre distance in the AFM
image due to the limited number of cylinder holes in the image, while 𝛿𝑇𝑖𝑝 represents the
deviation due to tip shape, deformation of the sample and uneven friction of the tip.
Furthermore the contribution to the deviation due to different thermal expansion in the
different part of the microscope and the possible deviation due to different gain value for the
feedback loop is represented by 𝛿𝐸𝑥𝑝 while the deviation due to the image processing
(including levelling and resolution of the AFM image) and the lack of accuracy of the
algorithm used to identify the exact position of a cylinder hole is counted in 𝛿𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑃𝑟𝑜 . It is
worth to note that ideally the tip shape does not influence the observed centre-to-centre
distance if the cylinder holes have identical surface shape.
In order to calibrate the AFM, the trenches in the prototype standard are aligned along the
scanning direction to be calibrated e.g. the x-direction. An explicative example can be
observed in Figures 10a and 10b, in which are reported AFM micrographs of the side length
∆𝑥 ′ to be calibrated (e.g. x' = 1 m).

Figure 10. (a)-(b) AFM micrographs corresponding to the DBC patten confined inside the periodic
trenches. (c) Height profile through the blue line marked in (a).

The position of each cylindrical hole and the average centre-to-centre distance of closest
holes are calculated from the average profiles along rows of cylindrical holes along the xdirection similar to the profile of Figure 10c. The position of each hole is calculated as the
position of the “centre of mass” of the area of the profile below an average line. The
calculations are consistent with the positions found by commercial image processing
software57. The measured values for the average centre-to-centre distance observed in an
image with a side length of ∆x' = 1 µm is given in Table 1, along with the reference value
used and the standard uncertainty of the influence parameters. For the specific scan range
investigated of ∆x' = 1 µm and the microscope used the linear correction factor c(x')xx' is
calculated to be 1.05 with a relative standard uncertainty of only 1.3 %.
Quantity (unit)

xi

u(xi)

Observerd average center-to-center distance L0Obs

27.70

0.01

Average center-to-cemter distance of the DBCs L0GISAXS

28.30

0.30

Deviation due to the limited number of sampled distances Samp

0

0.20

Deviation due to tip shape and friction Tip

0

0.07

Deviation due to drift and experimental control parameters Exp

0

0.11

Deviation due to leveling and image processing ImagPro

0

0.05

1.02

0.014

Linear correction parameter c(x')xx'

Table 1. Input parameters and associated uncertainty for the estimation of the linear correction factor
c(x')xx' for a scan length of x' = 1 m.

Assuming that the period of the cylinders are constant it is also possible to assess the
nonlinearity of the image recorded. Figure 11 shows the measured x-position error relative to
a constant period of the cylinder holes as function of x-position. From the figure it is
concluded that the nonlinear correction factor 𝑐(∆𝑥′)𝑥𝑥′2 is significant and equal to 2.3 ×
nm

10−5 nm2 . If the nonlinearity is not corrected the deviation of the measured period relative to
the average period is up to 0.4 % at the edge of the image (x = 0 and x = 100 nm).

Figure 11. The measured position error relative to a constant period of the cylinder holes as function
nm

of position. The fitted polynomial has a significant second order coefficient of 2.3 × 10−5 nm2

Discussion

The collected results delineate an interesting scenario for the implementation of a
metrological standard based on self-assembled DBC thin films. The natural periodicity of the
hexagonally packed cylinder in the DBC template represents a simple system to calibrate
lengths. The average periodicity L0 of the nanoporous polymeric film is determined to be 27.8
± 0.5 nm. When confined within topographically defined structures the template periodicity is
preserved in the direction parallel to the trenches, irrespective of the characteristic dimension
of the trenches themselves. Conversely significant variations of L0 are observed in the
direction perpendicular to the trenches due to stretching/compression of the polymeric film
induced by the confinement within the topographically defined structures. Similar
experimental evidence was reported by K.O. Stuen et al.
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in the case of graphoepitaxial

assembly of asymmetric ternary blends of block copolymers and homopolymers. By changing
the composition of the blend it was possible to modify the periodicity of the periodic
polymeric template and consequently to accommodate a different number of cylinder rows in
topographically defined trenches with width 320 nm. Despite the compression/stretching
occurring in the direction perpendicular to the trench walls, the periodicity in the direction
parallel to the trench direction was not affected by the confining trench structure.
Nevertheless no data were reported as a function of the trench width. Moreover it is worth to
note that, considering our metrological target, the idea of controlling the periodicity of the
self-assembled polymeric template by adding a homopolymer to the DBC does not represent
a viable solution. The introduction of the homopolymer would make the process more
complex with additional parameters (homopolymer characteristics and solution preparation)
to be further adjusted in order to control the periodicity of the self-assembled polymeric
template.
The variation of the periodicity in the direction perpendicular to the trench walls is associated
to a stretching/compression of the PS block in the polymeric chains. This is accompanied by a

concurrent stretching/compression of the PMMA block that modifies the geometrical
relationships among the PMMA cylinders. In order to evaluate this effect we define the
eccentricity value of the cylinder structure as the ratio between the two axes of the ellipse
containing the in-plane projection of the cylinder domain. On flat areas the eccentricity value
is 0.9, indicating a circular cylinder placement. Conversely, when the DBC film is confined
within the trenches, the eccentricity varies as a function of W. Indeed, when the DBC
template well commensurates with the confining trench, the eccentricity value is close to 0.9.
On the contrary, when the DBC film arranges in N or N+1 rows within the same trench, the
eccentricity decreases to 0.4 - 0.5 as a result of the deformation of the cylinder assembly in
the direction perpendicular to the trenches.
The reproducibility of the experimental results has been verified by the fabrication of
different test samples that exhibited the same L0l values within the experimental error. This is
consistent with the experimental data previously described. Actually data indicate that it is
possible to relax the constrains on the definition of the trenches by top-down e-beam
lithography, since the periodicity of the self assembled polymeric template is determined by
the specific characteristics of the BCP and is essentially independent of the trench width. This
prevents time consuming and complex procedures to precisely calibrate the lithographic
process, since small variations in the trench width can be tolerated by the BCP without
affecting the periodicity of the polymeric pattern. At the same time this tolerance guarantees
the reproducibility of the periodic template, since the average L0l value remains constant
irrespective of small variations of the trench width among different batches. Actually we
demonstrate that there is a reasonable large range of W values, close to commensurability
with L0Flat, that results in the formation of a single grain structure in the DBC template
extending over the entire trench length. Within this set of values, L0l is essentially constant
and no variation in the number of rows (N → N + 1) is observed in the DBC template, thus

significantly reducing the density of defects in the DBC lattice. Moreover, in agreement with
data reported by Xiao et al.,37 this analysis suggests that the roughness of the trench walls has
a little impact on the intrinsic characteristics of the DBC pattern.
As a result of these combined effects, a strategy for the fabrication of a length standard for
instrument calibration could be envisioned by decoupling the measurements in the two
perpendicular directions (x, y) within the plane. Introducing two different families of gratings
with trenches perpendicularly oriented one with respect to the other, it is possible to direct the
block copolymer self-assembly process generating two groups of periodic polymeric
templates. The length calibration in the x and y directions can be performed by measuring the
periodicity L0l of the self-assembled polymeric film along the long side of the trenches in the
two families of gratings. This approach would allow increasing the accuracy of the calibration
protocol, since the L0l values is strictly related to the specific characteristics of the DBC and it
is not influenced by small variations of the trench width. On the other side by increasing the
length and the number of the trenches it would be possible to improve the precision of the
measurements reducing the error in the determination of the L0l parameter to a level
compatible with the stringent requirements of a metrological standard.
In this regard it is worth to note that the fabrication of a length standard would require pattern
transfer to the underlying substrate by means of anisotropic dry etching and this processes
could affect the final template. Actually in this work we demonstrate that high fidelity pattern
transfer of the polymeric mask to SiO2 substrates capable to let invariant the L0l is possible.
This allows minimizing detrimental effects of the etching procedure on the final periodic
structure that is used as length standard.

Conclusions

In this work we analyzed the possibility to fabricate a lateral length standard by means of
direct self-assembly of confined DBC films within topographical structures. In particular, we
used periodical trenches 5.7 µm in length and 90 nm in depth. The trench width was
systematically varied from 75 to 600 nm. Asymmetric 54 kg•mol-1 PS-b-PMMA thin films
were deposited on the samples. The self-assembly process was performed in a RTP system
operating at Ta = 190 °C for ta = 900 s. A single domain structure extending along the entire
trench length was obtained only when W perfectly commensurates with the DBC center-tocenter lattice parameter L0. Interestingly we observed that this single domain structures were
achieved only in the trench whose width values are smaller than the correlation length of the
DBC film deposited on a flat substrate. We studied the evolution of the L0 in the directions
parallel (L0l) and perpendicular (L0w) with respect to the long side of the trench. The analysis
of the data acquired as a function of W indicated that L0l varies in a small interval between
27.8 and 28.7 nm. Conversely L0w ranges from 24.9 nm to 30.8 nm. The possibility to
carefully control these variations of L0w and the restrained fluctuations of L0l allow a strategy
to use DBC as a tool for the fabrication of lateral length standards for probe microscopy
instruments. A center-to-center distance analysis performed before and after the RIE process
demonstrated that L0l does not vary and the values remain within the experimental error.
A prototype transfer standards with cylindrical holes were used to calibrate the linear
correction factor c (∆𝑥′)𝑥𝑥′ for a scan length of ∆𝑥 ′ = 1 µ𝑚 with a relative standard
uncertainty of only 1.3 %. A second order nonlinearity correction factor was found to be
significant and estimated to influence with up to 0.4 % of the average period.
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